Artist Hub

Streetsville, Mississauga

Artist Hub Mississauga is an inviting space full of natural light for artists to create, work, mingle and learn from each other. Overlooking scenic green space ideal for spring and summer plain air inspiration, conveniently located near public transport, Streetsville Go and Hwys 401, 403

Our Mission: Create Solutions to many problems faced by artists:

* Scarce art studios space
* Mobility issues with carrying heavy art supplies and tools
* Renting such spaces is expensive
* Limited time slots for artists at art studios

Artist Hub provides:

* Long and short term lease of studio stations to artists that can be tailored to individual needs.
* Artist meeting area for creative learning
* Art Classes
* Paint nights
* Art parties for events, birthday parties.
* Poetry or literary readings in a cosy atmosphere.
* Music lessons, Yoga classes, Meditation and Reiki

Rates:
* Rates are determined according to the term and use of space. The goal is assist artists of all genres to create and expand their horizons.

For further information:
Please contact: Vibha Malhotra
Email : vibhamalhotra@rogers.com